NATHAN B. EDDY MEMORIAL AWARD
1974 Maurice Seevers 1992 Joseph V. Brady
1975 Harris Isbell 1993 Lee N. Robins
1976 Abraham Wikler 1994 Jerome H. Jaffe
1977 William Martin 1995 Herbert D. Kleber
1978 Hans Kosterlitz 1996 Griffith Edwards
1979 E. Leong Way 1997 Martin W. Adler
1980 Avram Goldstein 1998 John W. Lewis
1981 Everette May 1999 Mary Jeanne Kreek
1983 Eric Simon 2001 Kenner C. Rice
1984 Raymond Houde 2002 Horace H. Loh
1985 Louis Harris 2003 Charles P. O’Brien
1986 Harold Kalant 2004 James H. Woods
1987 Clifton K. Himmelsbach 2005 Conan Kornetsky
1988 Albert Herz 2006 F. Ivy Carroll
1989 Leo E. Hollister 2007 Jack H. Mendelson
1990 Charles Schuster 2008 Nancy K. Mello
1991 Phillip S. Portoghese
Akira E. Takecomori

JOSEPH COCHIN YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD
1987 Michael Bozarth 1999 Sari Izenwasser
1988 Frank Porreca 2000 Leslie Amass
1989 Errol B. De Souza 2001 Sharon Walsh
1990 Thomas Kosten 2002 S. Barak Caine
1991 Richard Rothman 2003 Laura Sim-Selley
1992 Jeffrey M. Witkin 2004 Andrew Coop
1993 Stephen Higgins 2005 Sandra D. Comer
1994 Richard W. Foltin 2006 Thomas E. Eissenberg
1996 Tony Shippenberg 2008 Christopher Pierce
1997 Lisa H. Gold 2009 Nancy Petry
1998 S. Stevens Negus 2008 Hendree Jones

J. MICHAEL MORRISON AWARD
1986 Edward C. Tocus 1990 Katie McCabe
1988 Marvin Snyder 1992 James Burke
1990 Arthur E. Jacobson 1998 Riester Robb
1992 Hans Halbach 2000 Sean Clarkin
1993 Beny Primm 2001 Carlos Davila Rinaldi
1995 Jack D. Blaine 2002 Michael Massing
1997 Rao Rapaka 2003 David T. Courtwright
1999 Roy W. Pickens 2003 Addiction Studies
2001 Roger Brown 2004 Program for Journalists
2003 Richard L. Hawks 2004 Peter Reuter
2004 Ronald Brady 2005 Brian Vastag
2006 Joseph Frascella 2006 Harvey Weiss
2008 Rita Liu 2007 John Hoffman, Susan Froemke,
Betty Tai 2008 Hendree Jones

Plenary Program
and
CPDD 2009 Awardees

Sunday, June 21, 2009 at 8:30 AM
John Ascuaga’s Nugget Casino Resort
Rose Ballroom A
Reno/Sparks, Nevada

MENTORSHIP AWARD
2002 Conen Kornetsky 2003 Francis Voci, Jr.
2003 Charles R. Schuster 2004 Charles O’Keefe
2004 E. Leong Way 2005 Ian P. Stolerman
2005 Linda A. Dykstra 2006 Richard M. Eisenberg
2006 James C. Anthony 2007 Jonathan B. Kamien
2007 Scott E. Lukas 2008 Ellen B. Geller

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
2002 Conen Kornetsky 2003 Francis Voci, Jr.
2003 Charles R. Schuster 2004 Ian P. Stolerman
2004 E. Leong Way 2005 Richard M. Eisenberg
2005 Linda A. Dykstra 2006 Jonathan B. Kamien
2006 James C. Anthony 2007 Ellen B. Geller
2007 Scott E. Lukas 2008 Geoffrey K. Mumford
2008 Joseph V. Brady 2008
**Plenary Program**

8:30  *Welcoming Remarks*
Sharon L. Walsh, CPDD President

8:45  *Report from the National Institute on Drug Abuse*
Nora D. Volkow, Director, NIDA

9:15  *Presentation of the CPDD/NIDA Media Award to Nancy Campbell*
Introduction by Marc J. Kaufman

9:25  *Presentation of the Joseph Cochin Young Investigator Award to Laura Bohn*
Introduction by Linda Dykstra

9:30  *Presentation of the Mentorship Award to George Bigelow*
Introduction by Stephen Higgins

9:35  *Presentation of the Nathan B. Eddy Award to Robert L. Balster*
Introduction by Louis Harris

9:40  *Nathan B. Eddy Award Lecture by Robert L. Balster*

**Wednesday, June 24, 2009**

8:30 – 10:00 AM
Rose Ballroom A
Public Policy Forum

8:55  *Presentation of the Distinguished Service Award to William L. Dewey*
Introduction by Sharon L. Walsh

---

**DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD**

William L. Dewey, Ph.D.
Professor and Interim Chair
Department of Pharmacology
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA

Bill Dewey is Professor and Interim Chair of the Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology at Virginia Commonwealth University. He joined the VCU faculty in 1972. Bill has served as Director of the Graduate Program, and Vice Chair of the Department, Associate Dean and later Dean of the School of Basic Sciences, Assistant Dean and later Dean of the Graduate School and for thirteen years as Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies. He has served as director of three training grants from three different NIH institutes, one currently is in year 34. The major emphasis of the work in his laboratory has been directed toward the underlying mechanisms of opioid and cannabinoid tolerance and physical dependence concentrating on the functional role of endogenous substances, including neurotransmitters, opioids, calcium, and CGRP. His discovery of increased endogenous opioids in sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) led to the use of naltrexone for the treatment of SIDS and other diseases with centrally induced respiratory depression. Bill served as the President of the College on Problems of Drug Dependence, the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology and, currently, the Friends of NIDA.
NANCY D. CAMPBELL, PH.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Science and Technology Studies
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY

Nancy D. Campbell is an associate professor in the Department of Science and Technology Studies at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. Her most recent book, *The Narcotic Farm: The Rise and Fall of America's First Prison for Drug Addicts* (Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2008, co-authored with JP Olsen and Luke Walden), is a visual history of the federal drug treatment hospital in Lexington, Kentucky. Her book-length scholarly history of the science conducted by the Addiction Research Center (now the intramural research program of the National Institute on Drug Abuse) is titled *Discovering Addiction: The Science and Politics of Substance Abuse Research* (University of Michigan Press, 2007). Her first book was *Using Women: Gender, Drug Policy, and Social Justice* (Routledge, 2000). With Joseph Spillane, she created the Oral History of Substance Abuse Research Project, which was funded by the National Science Foundation, the College on Problems of Drug Dependence, and the University of Michigan Substance Abuse Research Center (Web address below). Campbell was awarded her doctoral degree in 1995 from the History of Consciousness Program at the University of California at Santa Cruz for a dissertation titled, "Cold War Compulsions: U.S. Drug Policy, Science, and Culture."

http://sitemaker.umich.edu/substance.abuse.history/home
JOSEPH COCHIN YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD

Laura M. Bohn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Molecular Therapeutics
Scripps Research Institute
Jupiter, FL

Dr. Laura M. Bohn is an Associate Professor with tenure in the Department of Molecular Therapeutics at the recently established Scripps Research Institute in Jupiter Florida. Laura received undergraduate degrees in both Chemistry and Biochemistry from Virginia Tech and then went on to acquire her Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from St. Louis University School of Medicine in January, 1999, under the guidance of Dr. Carmine Coscia. She received post-doctoral and research faculty training in the laboratory of Dr. Marc Caron, HHMI investigator, at the Duke University Medical Center, where she also benefited from close collaborations with Dr. Robert Lefkowitz. Dr. Bohn accepted a faculty position at The Ohio State University College of Medicine in the Departments of Pharmacology and Psychiatry in 2003, where she achieved tenure in 2007 before moving to the Scripps Research Institute in March, 2009. She has been active in training graduate students, teaching medical courses, serving on study sections for both NIH and NSF and is an associate editor for the journal Life Sciences. Dr. Bohn’s training has been sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse in the form of graduate student, post-doctoral fellow, and early career investigator training awards. Laura has authored over 40 publications, 3 book chapters and holds one international patent. She is the recipient of the Women in Neuroscience/ Society for Neuroscience Career Development Award and The College on Problems of Drug Dependence Travel Award. Laura lives in Jupiter, Florida, with her very supportive husband Mark and her two energetic children, Elijah (3) and Eden Rose (1).

MENTORSHIP AWARD

George E. Bigelow, Ph.D.
Director of the Behavioral Pharmacology Research Unit
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
Baltimore, MD

Dr. Bigelow received training in experimental psychology and psychopharmacology at the University of Minnesota. In 1971 he joined the faculty of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, where he remains at present, and where he is Director of the Behavioral Pharmacology Research Unit (BPRU), a human substance abuse research unit working both in clinical treatment research settings and in experimental clinical pharmacology laboratory settings. Dr. Bigelow’s research is diverse, spanning both clinic and laboratory settings. One focus is opioid clinical pharmacology, including abuse liability assessment, human drug discrimination, and evaluation of buprenorphine for opioid dependence treatment. A second focus is cocaine challenge and self-administration choice procedures for assessing potential pharmacotherapies for cocaine dependence. A third focus is outpatient therapeutic clinical trials assessing both pharmacotherapies and incentive-based behavior therapies for efficacy in reducing drug abuse. He is a former president of CPDD. For nearly 30 years, Dr. Bigelow has been Director of the BPRU’s NIDA-supported postdoctoral research training program at Johns Hopkins. With additional long-term faculty leadership from Roland Griffiths and Maxine Stitzer, the BPRU training program has graduated over 100 fellows. BPRU graduates comprise an impressive array of prominent and productive substance abuse researchers and science administrators, including three recent CPDD presidents.